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Abstract—Recognition performance of any OCR suf-
fers because of the merged and split characters that
occur in the scanned images of degraded printed docu-
ments. We propose an elegant method of non-linearly
enhancing such degraded, gray-scale word images. This
connects the broken strokes of the characters, so that
binarization of the processed word images gives com-
ponents with better connectivity for most characters
or recognizable units. From an initial value of one,
the value of gamma, the parameter determining the
enhancement, is decreased in powers of 2 and the right
value of gamma is chosen based on the recognition score
of our character classifier. We have created a bench-
mark dataset of 1685 degraded word images obtained
from scanned pages of several old Kannada books. The
word images have been recognized before and after the
proposed nonlinear enhancement. There is an absolute
improvement of 14.8% in the Unicode level recognition
accuracy of our SVM-based character classifier on the
above dataset due to the proposed enhancement of the
gray-scale word images. Even on the Google’s Tesseract
OCR for Kannada, our gamma enhanced binarization
results in an improvement of 5.6% in the Unicode level
accuracy.

Index Terms—Split characters, printed text, power
law transformation, gamma enhancement, binarization,
Kannada, OCR, Tesseract, word images, old books.

I. Introduction
In the analysis and classification of images, irrespective

of their domain of origin (medical, document, etc.), the
key issue is one of reliable segmentation of the region
of interest (tumor, abscess, word, characters, etc.) [1],
[2]. The major challenges in dealing with the recognition
of historical or severely degraded documents are: robust
segmentation of characters in the presence of merged
symbols and broken characters [3] and noise of different
types. Approaches exist in the literature for addressing
the issue of merged characters [4], [5]. This work addresses
the issue of character splits caused during binarization
due to poor printing or degradation of the paper due
to aging. Figure 1 illustrates this problem with example
word images from several Indic scripts. In this paper, we
mainly consider split characters in Kannada script and test
our proposed gamma enhanced binarization algorithm on
a benchmark dataset created by us, and made publicly
available [6].

Fig. 1: Examples of degraded, binary, word images in vari-
ous Indian languages, exhibiting splits (cuts) in characters.

A. Literature Survey

There have been different approaches in the literature to
address the problem of recognition of broken characters.
However, to the best of our knowledge, very few works
have been reported on this problem for the Dravidian
scripts, namely, Malayalam [7], Telugu [8], Kannada and
Tamil. In fact, very few works have been reported in
the literature on OCRs for Dravidian languages [9] such
as Tamil [10]–[12] and Kannada [13], [14], [15]. Further,
compound characters in Kannada have complex, two-
dimensional arrangement [16], [17] and hence, segmenta-
tion of characters even from a good document is not a
trivial task. Sachan et al. [18] have proposed a number
of heuristic approaches, such as following the end points
of cut strokes in the gray image, degree of overlap be-
tween connected components and the shortest distance
between pairs of connected components (CC) to treat a
set of CCs as belonging to a single character. Another
obvious approach is to explore different combinations of
consecutive connected components, recognize and then
select the set of combinations that maximizes the recog-
nition probability of a word. Following such an approach,
Sumetphong and Tangwongsan [19] [20] treated this as a
set-partitioning problem and propose a partition-growing



algorithm to group the broken pieces. The partition with
the best posterior probability is chosen and the recognized
output is corrected using a dictionary. Another possible
approach is to start from the binarized symbols and apply
morphological dilation and/or closing in an attempt to
merge the broken pieces. Peerawit et al. [21] employed
heuristics and morphological closing to reconstruct broken
Thai characters only in the middle zone of the text line,
whereas the cuts in the upper and lower zones were not
considered. Yu and Yan [22] used conditional dilation,
morphological analysis and stroke extension to reconstruct
handwritten, broken digits.

Sulem and Sigelle [23] proposed the use of two, coupled
dynamic Bayesian networks to model the interactions
between the two streams of image columns and rows.
They demonstrate a performance improvement of 1.1%
over support vector machines (SVM) in recognizing broken
characters in digitized Renaissance festival books. Droett-
boom [24] used graph combinatorics to join broken compo-
nents of Roman characters from the Statistical Accounts
of Scotland and evaluated the connected subgraphs using
k-nearest neighbour classifier. Drira et al. [25] proposed a
partial differential equation based formalism, combining
the coherence-enhancing Weickert tensor driven diffusion
filter and the singularities-preserving Perona-Malik scalar
diffusion filter. The technique was applied on images from
Gazette de Leyde to enhance the quality of degraded
documents in Roman script and thus to reduce their OCR
errors.

It is not an exaggeration, if we say that each of the above
papers have used a different and custom database to report
their results, which are not publicly available. Thus, in the
absence of a common research database, there is no way
one can compare the effectiveness, pros and cons of these
different methods. In this context, it makes a difference to
this field, if there are standard databases made publicly
available for these kinds of degraded images, annotated
with the corresponding ground truth.

B. Contributions of the paper

• Our proposed algorithm enhances the histogram of
the gray level word image nonlinearly, in order to
obtain the best binarized image for recognition.

• Though tested here only on Kannada word images,
the proposed algorithm can be expected to work on
any other script, provided the classifier in the OCR
used provides a reliable recognition score for each
recognized symbol.

• A standard, annotated database of 1685 degraded
word images of Kannada script has been created,
which has been made freely available [6] for bench-
marking various algorithms against one another.

Fig. 2: Example word images that illustrate that stroke-
connectivity information that was available in gray level
image is sometimes lost during binarization.

II. Adaptive nonlinear enhancement of the
image to minimize character splits

Stroke-connectivity information that is there in the gray
level document image is sometimes lost during binarization
as shown by Fig. 2. Hence, we explored gray-level image
enhancement techniques that can improve binarization to
minimize character splits. Deepak and Ramakrishnan [26]
proposed a technique to nonlinearly stretch the histogram
of an image using power-law transformation (PLT) and
applied it to obtain the best recognition result in the
literature on the ICDAR2011 Robust Reading Competi-
tion Challenge-1: Word Recognition Task on born digital
dataset. Later, they extended it to the different colour
planes of camera-captured scene word images [27] and
once again, obtained the best recognition results on the
ICDAR2011 robust reading competition challenge 2. How-
ever, PLT was actually proposed with values of gamma
greater than one, for the reverse problem of splitting char-
acter merges in born-digital word images. We propose a
method for merging/handling character splits in degraded
word images using PLT, where appropriate fractional val-
ues of gamma are chosen automatically by our algorithm
for each word image, to obtain the best recognition result.

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of how gamma enhanced
adaptive binarization is applied on each degraded image
to obtain the best recognized result. The intensity of every
pixel is modified as,

yo[r][c] = (yi[r][c])
γ (1)

where yi[r][c] and yo[r][c] are the gray level intensities of
the pixel at rth row and cth column, before and after
gamma enhancement, respectively. Here, the intensities
are expressed as a value in the interval [0,1). The value
of γ is varied in steps as decreasing integer powers of
two, starting from 20 = 1. The resulting gray level images
are binarized using the Otsu global thresholding algorithm
[28]. The recognized result with the best recognition score
returned by our classifier is chosen as the final output.
Figure 4 illustrates, with an example, the mechanism of
how this improves the quality of a degraded Kannada
word image. The gray level images obtained for different γ
values, their histograms and the corresponding binarized
images are all shown in Fig. 4.

Depending upon the level of degradation of the word
images, different values of γ work optimally for different
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Fig. 3: Block schematic of Gamma-enhanced, locally adap-
tive binarization of gray level word images from scanned,
old Kannada books, for improved OCR performance.

images. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows seven
word images with different levels of degradation, each
of which is recognized correctly after enhancement with
distinctly different values of γ.

III. New Kannada Dataset for Benchmarking

For rigorously evaluating the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm in handling character splits, we have
created a benchmarking dataset of 1685 degraded word im-
ages obtained from old Kannada books. Figure 6 illustrates
some sample images from this benchmarking dataset. The
ground truth text for each of the test images is provided
in a separate Unicode text file, as shown in Table I.

Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
using the Levenshtein distance between the recognized and
the ground truth texts, across the entire benchmarking
dataset. Let N denote the number of Unicodes in the
ground-truth, and S, I and D denote the number of
substitutions, insertions and deletions with respect to
the ground truth, respectively. The Unicode recognition
accuracy is determined as:

Accuracy = (N − S − I −D)/N (2)

We are making this dataset publicly available at [6].
In Indian language processing, standardized datasets are
a rarety. Hence, researchers report results on different
datsets and it becomes difficult to assess the improvement

TABLE I: Filenames of some samples from the Kannada
degraded word image dataset, together with the corre-
sponding ground truth (GT) text for each test image.
The GT has been provided in an accompanying, separate
Unicode text file in the format shown below.

Image
Name

Unicode
Text (GT)

C0022.tif ಇĖ¢ಾಸದ
C0044.tif ೇಶಗಳ
C0055.tif Ć¾ೕ ್
C0095.tif ನುಗಳು
C0122.tif ರಕÄ ಾ
C0250.tif ಮೂರು
C0274.tif ೆಂ ಾ ್

Image
Name

Unicode
Text (GT)

C0362.tif ಅĘಕ½Ęಂ ಾĆ
C0365.tif ಮುಂ ಾದ
C0386.tif ಉಪ ಾರ
C0407.tif ಮೂಲ
C0421.tif ಮಟ®
C0470.tif ¡ೇĨದಂ ೆ
C0508.tif ಮತು³

of the new algorithms they propose. Making our bench-
marking dataset open is a step towards addressing that
problem.

IV. Results and Discussion
The Kannada word images in the created dataset have

been recognized by a custom built SVM classifier, using
wavelet and autocorrelation features, using the LIBSVM
package [29]. Table II lists the recognition accuracies be-
fore and after the application of the adaptive enhancement
technique on the images. The proposed technique is able
to improve the performance of the classifier from 74.5% on
the original images to 89.3% after our processing. There is
a significant increase of 14.8% in the overall accuracy at
the Unicode level, which is encouraging.

We have tracked the actual value of γ that resulted in
the best recognition of each of the test images. Figure
7 shows the histogram of the different values of γ auto-
matically selected by our algorithm in enhancing the 1685
degraded images in the test database. It is interesting to
see that the entire range of possible values has been used.
Each step change in the value of γ decreases the dynamic
range of the histogram and after eight steps, as shown in
Fig. 4, there is no more information left to enhance.

Since Tesseract OCR supports Kannada script, we ran
Tesseract v3 and v4 on each of the 1685 degraded word
images in the benchmarking dataset, and computed the
character recognition accuracy as per eqn. (2). Also, after
we obtained the best enhanced version of each word image
(based on our algorithm), we again ran it through both the
versions of Tesseract Kannada OCR. Table III shows the
recognition accuracies of Tesseract v3 on the test dataset,
before and after applying our nonlinear enhancement on
the word images. Our gamma enhanced binarization en-
tails an increase of 5.6% in the recognition accuracy of
Tesseract v3. Though Tesseract v4.0.0 gives 75.7% accu-
racy before enhancement, the accuracy after enhancing the
images is unexplainably low (40.7%), and hence, we have
not reported it in Table III.



Fig. 4: Illustration of the impact of the nonlinear enhancement due to a range of gamma values on the gray-level image
of a degraded Kannada word with splits, its histogram and the corresponding binarized output image.

Fig. 5: Illustration of the fact that different words with
varying levels of degradation require different values of
gamma for optimal binarization. The last column shows
the best binarized image, as determined by the recognition
score and the corresponding recognized word.

Fig. 6: Some samples from the benchmark dataset cre-
ated by us, containing degraded (with cuts) word images
of Kannada language. The corresponding binary images,
obtained by Otsu global thresholding, are also shown,
illustrating the level of splits in the different characters.



TABLE II: Comparison of the Unicode recognition accu-
racies (in %) before and after gamma enhanced binariza-
tion (GEB), on Kannada benchmarking dataset of 1685
degraded word images. N, M: # of Unicodes in ground-
truth and OCR output. N = 15,486. S, I and D: # of
Unicode substitutions, insertions and deletions.

Accuracy M S I D
Before GEB 74.5 17,058 1,962 1,782 210
After GEB 89.3 15,954 927 599 131
Improvement +14.8 -1,104 -1,035 -1,183 -79

Fig. 7: Histogram of the different gamma values used
by the algorithm for the images in the test database. It
illustrates the extent to which different gamma values are
automatically selected as being optimal for the different
word images from the benchmark dataset of 1685 images.

TABLE III: Recognition accuracy (in %) of Tesseract OCR
(v3.04.00) on the benchmark dataset, without and with
gamma enhanced binarization (GEB). All the notations
are the same as in Table II.

Accuracy M S I D
Before GEB 36.7 19,136 5,582 3,937 287
After GEB 42.3 18,772 5,069 3,579 293
Improvement +5.6 -364 -513 -358 +6

Figures 8 and 9 show the recognition results on all
the representative samples from the benchmark Kannada
degraded word image dataset, illustrated in Fig. 6, before
and after the application of GEB. Errors in the recognized
text are highlighted in red color. Figure 8 shows the cases,
where GEB has managed to correct all the recognition
errors that existed before applying our nonlinear enhance-
ment to the word images. Figure 9 shows the cases, where
the degradation/loss of information is so severe that even
GEB does not suffice in the correct recognition of degraded
words. In this figure, there are example images, where
there is no improvement, there is partial correction of
errors and also one case, where the error has increased
after the automated, adaptive image enhancement.

Fig. 8: Illustration of some sample cases, where GEB has
been successful in the correct recognition of the degraded
words. - GEB: binarization of the original word image
and the recognized word. + GEB: binarization after GEB
and the word recognized. Errors in the recognized text in
column 2 have been highlighted in red color.

Fig. 9: Illustration of some sample cases, where the degra-
dation/loss of information is so severe that even after
GEB, the word could not be correctly recognized. - GEB:
binarization of the original word image and the word
recognized. + GEB: binarization after GEB and the
word recognized. Errors in the recognized text have been
highlighted in red color. There are example images, where
there is no improvement, there is partial correction of
errors and also one case, where the error has increased
after the automated, adaptive image enhancement.



V. Conclusion
Locally adaptive, nonlinear enhancement of gray-level

word images has been proposed for improved binarization,
and hence, better OCR recognition results on old Kannada
documents, such as printed books. The proposed technique
of gamma enhanced binarization has resulted in an im-
provement of 14.8% in the character recognition rate on
the created benchmark dataset of 1685 degraded Kannada
word images. Of course, there are severely degraded im-
ages, which could not be fully recognized correctly, even
after the application of GEB. More work is needed to
handle such difficult cases. The reported results do not
make use of any dictionary or contextual information to
correct the words, and the presence of the latter modules
could improve the results further, when the proposed
enhancement is embedded in a good OCR.

Even on the Google’s Tesseract OCR for Kannada, our
gamma enhanced binarization results in an improvement
of 5.6% in the Unicode level accuracy.

Together with a good pre-processing that splits the
merged characters [5], this enhancement is very promising
to obtain better recognition performance from any Kan-
nada OCR on old printed books of low quality. Further,
the proposed technique is generic, and hence can be ap-
plied to degraded document images of any script, provided
the character classifier used provides reliable recognition
scores or posterior probabilities.
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